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Across

3. an action intended to deceive someone; a 

trick.

5. confer or present

8. an unintentional failure to notice or do 

something.

9. severely mutilate, disfigure, or damage by 

cutting, tearing, or crushing.

14. wanting or devouring great quantities of 

food.

15. a principle or belief, especially one of the 

main principles of a religion or philosophy.

16. a buttock and thigh considered together, 

in a human or animal.

17. given to begging.

18. humor or frivolity, especially the 

treatment of a serious matter with humor or in a 

manner lacking due respect.

19. be full of or swarming with.

20. of crucial importance in relation to the 

development or success of something else.

23. a person or thing that receives or is 

awarded something.

25. (of a person or movement) awkward; 

clumsy.

Down

1. an official ban on trade or other 

commercial activity with a particular country.

2. satisfactory or acceptable in quality or 

quantity.

4. (of a monarch) renounce one's throne.

6. a mistaken belief, especially one based on 

unsound argument.

7. spoil the surface or appearance of 

(something);by drawing or writing on it; mar or 

disfigure.

10. a medieval military expedition, one of a 

series made by Europeans to recover the Holy 

Land from the Muslims in the 11th, 12th, and 

13th centuries.

11. make someone feel sick

12. nullify; make ineffective.

13. able to burn or corrode organic tissue by 

chemical action.

21. (of a person or animal) easy to control or 

influence.

22. cautious or wary due to realistic suspicions.

24. having a lot of space inside; roomy.

Word Bank

bestow teem adequate ruse pivotal fallacy deface

haunch ungainly Recipient crusade mangled mendicant tenet

caustic Negate tractable levity capacious oversight leery

voracious abdicate embargo nauseate


